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I am constantly amazed by the number of people who have never noticed that there is a difference
between USPS, United States Post Office, USPO, US Post Office, and on and on. They are amazed,
even dumbfounded that there is a difference between a "Postmaster" and a "Post Master" --- or
between
"Postal District 3" and "THIRD POSTAL DISTRICT". Yet there are profound differences in jurisdiction
and meaning involved.
You have to learn to read---carefully! And you need to realize that these words and titles and terms
are different because the things they represent are different. They are not "the same" or "the same
as". You can't "just assume" anything--not now, not when the entire world has been confused by
lawyers and charlatans running "governmental services corporations".
There's even a group out there calling itself "The United States of America"--- Incorporated---- AGAIN,
a re-run of the old farce they used in 1868 that was bankrupted in 1907.
Despite all my yammering, there is a group of veterans out there that still hasn't caught on to the
scam---or which is trying to resurrect it and play it again--don't ask me which, because I don't know
what their intention is.
I just know the law and the truth of the matter.
No incorporated entity can be or serve as a sovereign government. And even though I have told
them, repeatedly, and directed their attention to the Clearfield Doctrine and to the Ecclesiastical Law
that creates legal fiction entities---- Keith Livingway and Drake Bailey and Kent Dunn continue merrily
on.
I guess they are in hopes that cows can mate with horses--- but "The United States of America,
Incorporated" and The United States of America (Unincorporated) are in two completely different
jurisdictions and literally two different worlds and are two different things.
One, the incorporated version, is a foreign corporation infringing on our Sovereign Patents and
Copyrights. The other, the unincorporated version, is our Federation of States and has been since
1776.
The sooner everyone learns to read carefully and for content, the better for them and everyone else
concerned. That includes "Virgo Triad".

Now--- how to sign your name. Seems simple enough, but literally millions of people do it wrong and
leave themselves open to abuse and theft as a result. Use a "by-line" when you sign anything.
Always claim authorship and your position as the "power holder" and copyright holder associated
with your Trade Name.
What's a "by-line" --- it's what authors and writers use whenever they author an article in a
newspaper or magazine. The story is "by"---- and then a name, whether it is an actual name or a pen
name, it is the "given identity" of the author claiming the work and the right to control and be paid
for the performance of that work.
So if you want to control your Good Name and not just give it away to every Tom, Dick, and Harry to
be used for whatever purpose --- counterfeiting is popular--- use a by-line and claim the authorship of
your own name. You can even go a step beyond and use an express copyright --- the letter "c" with a
circle around it following your signature.
And, since you have been mischaracterized as legal fiction entities in the past, you can also add "LS"
which stands for "Living Soul" so that your nature is fully represented and there is no opportunity for
any shyster to misrepresent or misinterpret the capacity in which you are acting.
By: Anna Maria Riezinger (c) LS.
Finally, on the "Baby Deed" template found among the "Editable PDFs" there is a reference to an "ILB
Number" --- this stands for "Individual Living Being"-- and is part of a new super-private, superprotective system under development. Until it is bug-proof and deployed, use the Registered Mail
Number on the letter you use to send a Certified Copy of the Baby Deed to the State Secretary of
State, giving him Notice of your presence and your claim to your own child.
This requires a little "horse before cart" thinking on your part as you need to go to the Post Office and
secure the red and white Registered Mail label and number you will use before you go to the
Recorder's Office.
I just keep a roll of Registered Mail labels and numbers at home so whenever I need one, I have one.
They are very handy and once you go to the Post Office and use them to mail a letter and pay for
them in the process, they are literally yours --- your private recording numbers issued by the Post
Office, and just as valid as any County Clerk or Recorder's Office document numbers.
With the advent of the ILB System we will put a major krink in all attempts to steal the identities of
living people. Governments or "government services organizations" will no longer be able to play the
sorts of despicable games and Cestui Que Vie fraud schemes that the current diabolical regimes
have used.
This is not the first time in human history that names have been used to enslave people and it is not
even the first time that the Cestui Que Vie Act has been grossly abused. We have had outbreaks of
this same kind of criminality during the reign of Queen Anne, a hundred and fifty years before Queen
Victoria got it going again.
The ILB which is permanent, triple guarded, impenetrable, and utterly private provides us with the
means to record our ownership of our assets, our agreements, and our business affairs without
dependency on the honesty of governments. Somewhat similar in principle to block chain
technology, it fixes the location of names and claims in a way that cannot be altered or messed with
or "interpreted" by goons.
You will have an ILB which is visible in public, which you will use on your private automobile similar to
the way that license plate numbers are used now, only it will identify your car or truck as private
property belonging to you. This number is yours forever and you list your private property under it in
serial number fashion, as you acquire it and as you get rid of it.

You will also have a super-private ILB that connects the public number back to your private account
that nobody else ever sees. Finally, you will have a transfer ILB that will allow you to do things like
assigning a limited Power of Attorney over some property interests without divulging your private
ILB.
Once this system is in place, the abusive misuse of our names, the theft of our identity by the
government or any other entity, and further abuse of Cestui Que Vie Act provisions will no longer be
possible.
We aren't just talking about the problem and running around with our hands in the air. We mean to
be done with this problem of identity theft and false asset claims and bogus claims of abandonment
----- and we mean to do a good and thorough job of dismantling the Babylonian Slave System once
and for all.
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